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Abstract: This paper is addressing the quantification and the 

comparison of pumped storage power plants, PSPP, contribution 
to synchronous inertia and synthetic inertia when fixed speed and 
variable speed motor-generators technologies are considered, 

respectively. Therefore, a grid stability study was conducted by 
means of 1D SIMSEN simulation for the 2 x 395 MW PSPP 

Frades 2 in Portugal with both fixed speed and variable speed 
technologies in case of operation connected to an infinite power 
network or to an islanded 4.4 GW synchronous power network. 

 

1 Introduction 

The overarching objective of the XFLEX HYDRO H2020 European Project is to 
develop and demonstrate new technological solutions capable to improve efficiency 
and performance of Hydro Power Plants (HPP) with respect to the provision of several 

Electric Power Systems (EPS) services. Such developments are expected to actively 
contribute to the decarbonization of the European EPS, allowing HPP to increase their 

capabilities to provide advanced grid services to integrate increasing share of volatile 
renewable energy sources such as wind and solar, [1]. In this context, variable speed 
pumped storage power plants can play a strong role by supplying electrical power 

systems with a variety of ancillary services thanks to their operating flexibility, fast 
active power response time and large energy storage capability. 

 
As far as the Continental Europe (CE) synchronous area (SA) is concerned, the 
following EPS frequency control ancillary services have been identified, [2]:  

- Synchronous inertia; 
- Synthetic inertia with response time < 0.5 s; 

- Fast Frequency Response (FFR) with response time < 0.5 s - 2 s; 
- Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR) with response time < 30 s; 
- Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR) with response time in the 

range 30 s - 5 min, being automatically deployed by the system operator at the 
control centre; 

- Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve (mFRR) achievable in less than 15 min, 
with a maximum Full Activation Time (FAT) of 12.5 min, being manually 
activated by the system operator; 

- Replacement Reserve (RR) to be made available in less than 30 min. 
 

The contribution of hydro power plants to the FFR, FCR, aFFR, mFRR and RR ancillary 
services can be evaluated using grid codes edited by Transmission System Operators 
(TSO) whenever applicable, see [3]. However, the evaluation of synchronous and 
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synthetic inertia contributions requires a special attention since there is no grid code 

nor metrics available for these particular ancillary services. 
 

This paper is addressing the quantification and the comparison of pumped storage 
power plants contribution to synchronous inertia and synthetic inertia when fixed speed 
and variable speed motor-generators technologies are considered, respectively. First, 

an analytical expression is derived to quantify the magnitude of the active power that 
a synchronous machine would inject or absorb in the case of a large power network 

frequency deviation. This simple analytical expression enables to show that the 
magnitude of active power injected or absorbed is proportional to the hydro unit 
mechanical time constant τm for a given Rate of Change of the Frequency (RoCoF).  

 
To demonstrate the validity of the analytical approach, the XFLEX HYDRO 

demonstrator of Frades 2 Pumped Storage Power Plant (PSPP) located in Portugal, 
was considered. This PSPP operated under a maximum gross head of 431.8 mWC 
includes an upper reservoir, a headrace tunnel, a headrace surge tank, a penstock 

supplying two variable speed reversible Francis pump-turbines of 395 MW each 
equipped with Doubly Fed Induction Machines (DFIM) a tailrace surge tank, a tailrace 

tunnel and a lower reservoir.  
 
Unlike synchronous machines, the rotational speed of variable speed units is 

decoupled from the power network frequency. Nevertheless, inertial response can be 
emulated by variable speed unit, using an appropriate power control structure to 

provide so-called synthetic inertia to the power network. Inertia emulation control 
structure is based on the swing equation in order to achieve active power injection or 
absorption which is also proportional to the RoCof like for a synchronous machine, and 

thus replicate the corresponding flywheel effect. To illustrate this, a specific grid 
stability study was conducted by means of 1D SIMSEN simulation for the demonstrator 

of Frades 2 with both fixed speed and variable speed technologies in case of operation 
connected to an infinite power network or to an islanded 4.4 GW synchronous power 
network. 

 

2 Synchronous and synthetic inertia 

2.1 Synchronous inertia 

2.1.1 Theoretical background 

Synchronous inertia is the inherent capability of rotating synchronous machines 

directly connected to the power grid to store or inject their kinetic energy, which 

compensates for the frequency transient behaviour in the moments after an active 

power imbalance. A simplified power grid schematics with synchronous generators and 

loads and the transport system is shown in Fig.  1, illustrating active power and rotor 

speed typical waveforms before, during and just after a sudden load change. During 

the sudden load change, active power at all stators also changes quasi 

instantaneously. This is a fast transient grid phenomenon which can be considered 

instantaneous in front of the other transient regimes studied here. The magnitude of 

change of active power at each generator stator depend mainly on its position with 

respect to the load change and it is different for each generator. The load change has 
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created a mismatch between the electro-mechanical torque (Tem,k) and the prime 

movers mechanical torque (Tmec,k) on each generators. This torque unbalance makes 

the speed deviates from the synchronous speed. Each speed deviation is different for 

each generator. However, thanks to the inherent synchronization capabilities of the 

generators, the speed oscillates and these oscillations eventually damp out. The 

average speed is the grid frequency. The frequency deviations described here will be 

limited by the FCR contributions of each generator which FCR service is enabled. 

 

Fig.  1. Typical power and speed waveforms af ter a load change in a synchronous power grid.  

 

It is intuitive that the higher the moment of inertia J of a rotor, the smaller is the 

acceleration for a given torque, thus limiting the speed deviation, hence the grid 

frequency. This is also expressed by the swing equations of a rotating mass. However, 

the moment of inertia itself (J=M.R2 in kgm2) is not relevant enough, as it has to be 

associated with the power that the generator can deliver to the grid, i.e., the rated 

power and the kinetical energy it is normally storing at nominal speed. This is known 

as the mechanical time constant as defined in equation (1). It is a measure of how fast 

the rotor or shaft can be accelerated to its nominal speed under the constant rated 

torque. 
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The well-known swing equation, or motion equation of the rotor, can also be expressed 

with speed and torque expressed in per unit (symbol topped with a bar), see equation 

(2): 
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The frequency derivative immediately following a sudden active power imbalance  ∆𝑃̅̅̅̅  

in per unit on the grid is given by equation (3), see [4]: 
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The total mechanical time constant of the power grid m,sys, which accounts for all 

individual inertia synchronously connected to the grid, is defined by equation (4): 
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As seen here, the inertia constant (or the mechanical time constant) is the unique 

property that supports the grid frequency initial deviation . Hence, in the evaluation of 

the synchronous inertia as an ancillary service of synchronous generators, this is 

directly the inertia constant that is relevant for the scoring of the tested unit. 

 
2.1.2 Instantaneous power contribution of synchronous inertia 

From the equation (2) and (3) and neglecting speed deviation in front of rated speed, 

it can be shown that the instantaneous inertial response of synchronous generators, 

i.e., power output without the oscillations due to inter generator synchronization, is 

proportional to the grid frequency derivative, as equation (5) shows: 
 

   = −  −
Gk,inertial

grid grid

grid
 (for small frequency variation in pu)m m

d d
P

dt dt
 (5) 

This expression of the instantaneous inertial response is used as a base for the design 

of a synthetic inertia controller, as presented in section 2.2. 

 
2.1.3 Mean power contribution of synchronous inertia 

Following an active power imbalance and assuming that the power network frequency 

goes from an initial angular speed value ω1 to ω2, one can express the kinetic energy 

injected or absorbed by the rotor, neglecting losses in shaft, generator winding and 

grid transmission system, with the equation (6): 
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Moreover, the mean power variation injected or absorbed during the time Δt, for which 

the angular speed vary from ω1 to ω2 can be evaluated by equation (7): 
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The equation (7) is used to quantify active power injection or absorption for different 

values of positive RoCoF, total rated power and mechanical time constants and are 

provided in the Table 1 considering the test case of the Frades 2 PSPP equipped with 

two reversible Francis pump-turbines of 395 MW rated power and described in chapter 

3. This analytical approach shows that units operating the unit in turbine or in pump 

mode contribute both to synchronous inertia since both feature rotating masses storing 

angular kinetic energy similarly to a flywheel. It also shows that, for hydraulic short 

circuit operation (HSC) involving separated pump and turbine, the contribution to 

synchronous inertia is the sum of the pump and the turbine units synchronous inertia 

contributions. Finally, it shows that the active power injection or absorption is almost 
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proportional to the RoCoF, at least for small network frequency deviation, and it is 

proportional to the mechanical time constant of the unit. 

PSPP Σ|Pn| RoCoF Tm ΔP/Pn ΔP 

Frades2 U1 395 MW 0.5 Hz/s 7.9 s 8 % 31 MW 

Frades2 U1 (ref.) 395 MW 1 Hz/s 7.9 s 16 % 63 MW 

Frades2 U1 395 MW 2 Hz/s 7.9 s 32% 127 MW 

Frades2 U1 395 MW 2 Hz/s 3.95 s 16 % 63MW 

Frades2 HSC U1+U2 790 MW 2 Hz/s 7.9 s 31% 254 MW 

 
Table 1. Evaluation of  synchronous inertia contribution for dif ferent values of  RoCof, inertia and 

number units (HSC: Hydraulic Short-Circuit)) over a duration of  Δt = 1 s using equation (7) for positive 
RoCoF and ω1=314.5 rad/s. 

 

2.2 Synthetic inertia 

Power electronic-interfaced energy sources do not change their power output in the 

moments after an active power imbalance on the grid, as illustrated in  Fig.  2. This is 

because their control is on purpose maintaining constant output power according to 

the power setpoint. For these power sources to provide short-term frequency support 

like synchronous generators do, a proper control of the coupling interface is required, 

[5], [6]. While not providing pure synchronous inertia, they are able to swiftly adapt 

power output, driven by their control system, to deliver "synthetic inertia", provided 

some energy buffer is available within the primary energy source as it is the case for 

the kinetic energy stored in the rotating masses of wind or hydro facilities. 

 

Fig.  2. Typical power and speed waveforms af ter a load change in a mixed power grid.  

 

One possible function to emulate synchronous inertial response directly comes from 

the expression of synchronous inertial response, corresponding to equation (5). The 
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transfer function is shown in the lower branch of Fig.  6. Its output is proportional to the 

filtered frequency derivative, with Kd the derivative gain and τd the filter time constant, 

see [7], [8]. 

3 Presentation of Frades2 PSPP 

3.1 PSPP description 

Frades 2 hydroelectric plant is a PSPP built between 2010 and 2017 on the Rabagão 

river in the North of Portugal. The plant is composed of two h igh head, variable speed 

units made of two reversible pump turbines, coupled with 420 MVA motor-generator of 

the Doubly Fed Induction Machine, DFIM, technology [9]. The main hydraulic and 

power generation characteristics are given in table 2. The waterway includes a 

headrace tunnel, an upper surge tank followed by a sandtrap, a penstock that feeds 

the distributor of each unit, a lower surge tank and the tailrace tunnel, as shown in Fig.  

3, a. The pump-turbine, which is illustrated in Fig.  3, b, is characterized by a specific 

speed of Nq=38 and a unit mechanical time constant of m= 7.9 s. 

 

  

Fig.  3. Frades 2 pump storage power plant layout (a) and 3D view of  the variable speed pump -turbine 
of  Frades 2 PSPP (b). 

 
Francis pump-turbine  

Type Francis type single-stage reversible pump-turbine 
Head Maximum 431.80 m, Minimum 413.64 m  
Number of  units & unit size 2 units, 4.500 m 

Turbine rotational speed range 350 min-1, 381 min-1 
Mechanical power Generating mode: 400 MW, 390 MW, 190 MW  

Pumping mode: -300 MW, -381 MW, -390 MW 

Rated mechanical power 395 MW 
Specif ic speed number 38 SI 
Mechanical time constant 7.9 s 

Motor-Generator  

Type of  power generator Asynchronous machine 
Variable speed technology DFIM 
Rated apparent power 420 MVA  

Network f requency 50 Hz 

Table 2. Frades 2 pump storage power plant characteristics. 
 

  

(a

) 

(b

) 
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3.2 Frades 2 PSPP modelling 

To assess the compliance level of the DFIM technology against the set of ancillary 

services considered and to quantify corresponding performances, the Frades 2 PSPP 

has been modelled with the 1D SIMSEN software, see [10], [11], and validated [12]. 

The model, which is illustrated in Fig.  4, includes all the waterways and the two 

reversible Francis pump-turbines with their rotating mass inertia. The behavior of the 

reversible Francis pump-turbine is modelled with the 4-quadrants characteristics 

provided by the turbine manufacturer.  

 

Fig.  4. SIMSEN model of  the Frades 2 PSPP. 

 

The variable speed technology allows to manage the power exchange with the grid 

with more flexibility than a conventional synchronous machine. In fact, two control 

strategies can be implemented to manage this power exchange, see [13], [14], [15], 

[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. The first control strategy acts on the pump-turbine 

(PT) guide vane opening to regulate the power, while the power electronics of the 

motor-generator (MG) manage the speed of the unit. Due to the different dynamic time 

constants between electrical and hydraulic parts, this strategy is preferred to ensure a 

desired speed response, but it can result in a large deviation between the power output 

of the unit and the set point during transients. The second control strategy uses the 

power electronics to regulate the output power by managing the active power, while 

the rotational speed is controlled by the unit speed governor which manages the 

opening of the guide vanes, as schematized in Fig.  5. This strategy is the main one 

used in turbine operation as it allows a fast power response of the unit to an active 

power setpoint change, while the speed can be adjusted more slowly by the guide vane 

to achieve optimal efficiency speed. However, depending on the requested change of 

the unit load, the unit rotational speed may exceed the allowable operating range, [12]. 

In that case, it is necessary to operate a strategy switch by taking advantage of the 

fast active power response of the power electronics to preserve the unit from 

over/under speed. 
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Fig.  5. Schematic block diagram of  the variable speed unit controller in turbine mode, with control 

strategy 2 strategy 2: speed regulation with turbine and power regulation strategy with converter.  
 

The 1D model includes the control system related to variable speed technologies 

described above and allows to simulate the provision of Frequency Containment 

Reserve (FCR), Synthetic Inertia (SI), Fast Frequency Response (FFR) and automatic 

Frequency Restauration Reserve (aFRR) ancillary services. The control system 

parameters have also been optimized to achieve high control performance. Since the 

rotational speed of the variable speed drives is decoupled from the power network 

frequency, the ancillary services are achieved by a change of the power setpoint sent 

to the unit controller. Fig.  6 illustrates the schematic block diagram of the active power 

set point Po modification due to power network frequency deviation Δfgrid. The aFRR 

service is achieved by the change of the nominal power setpoint Po, which is 

independent of the grid frequency. The FCR branch generates a power setpoint 

change proportional to the grid frequency deviation with a first order transfer function 

defined by a time constant 𝜏𝑃  and a gain 𝐾𝑝 = −1 𝐵𝑠⁄ , where Bs is the permanent 

droop. The synthetic inertia response to the frequency RoCof is achieved by a first 

order transfer function defined by a time constant 𝜏𝑑  in series with a derivative term 

and a gain 𝐾𝑑 which is set to correspond to the mechanical time constant of the unit 

m, [7], [8]. The FFR ancillary service is represented with an independent branch, which 

activates a power step during a defined support duration when the frequency drops 

below a threshold. The results related to the evaluation of the FCR and FFR ancillary 

services capacity of Frades II PSPP can be found in [12], while this paper focuses on 

the evaluation of the Synthetic Inertia (SI) services. 
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Fig.  6. Schematic block diagram of  the active power set point modif ication due to f requency deviation 

with primary regulation and inertia emulation services. 

 

The DFIM technology features some inherent speed deviation limits due to the 

maximum voltage amplitude of the 1st harmonic (slip frequency) in the rotor winding. 

With the active power of the DFIM converter being equal to the slip power, the 

allowable speed range is limited by the power capacity of the frequency converter. In 

the case of Frades 2, the speed of the unit should remain within the steady speed 

range 350-381 min -1. Outside this speed range, the power electronics cannot maintain 

the speed of the unit for long without overheating the electrical components. It is 

nevertheless accepted that the unit makes speed excursions of ± 10 min -1 outside the 

steady speed range during transients, [9], which set the transient speed range between 

340-391 min -1. During the normal generating mode, the runner can be operated at any 

speed within the authorized range. One strategy is to select the rotational speed nopt 

which maximizes the turbine efficiency for a given power. The corresponding allowable 

speed range as a function of the power are represented in the Fig.  7, with the steady 

speed range operation in green, the allowed transient speed in orange, and in blue the 

area delimiting the location of nopt, which is bounded by the minimum and maximum 

head. It can be observed that, due to the admissible speed limitation, the optimal speed 

is equal to the minimum speed nmin = 350 min -1 over almost the entire power range, 

i.e. nopt = nmin for 0<P<0.98 pu. Consequently, the available stored kinetic energy is 

limited when operating at nopt = nmin, compared to a higher rotational speed, as 

illustrated by the arrows representing the allowed transient speed drop in  Fig.  7. To 

maximize control performances for SI and FCR services for negative and positive 

power network frequency deviations, the rotational speed setpoint has to be set to the 

middle of the continuous speed range nmiddle in order to maximize the margins prior to 

reach the upper or the lower speed limits, [12]. 
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Fig.  7. Frades 2 allowable speed range as function of  the power with the best ef f iciency speed 

marked in blue. The arrows illustrate the maximum allowed transient speed drop as function of  the 
initial rotational speed of  the unit. 

 

4 Evaluation of synchronous and synthetic inertia by means of 1D 
numerical simulations 

4.1 Infinite electrical power system 

Numerical simulations have been performed with infinite power network with both fixed 

speed and variable speed motor-generator SIMSEN 1D simulation models of 1 unit of 
Frades 2 PSPP as presented in Fig.  8. These simulations aim to i) demonstrate the 
validity of equation (7) to predict active power injection or abortion in the power network 

resulting from grid frequency deviation for different RoCoF and ii) to demonstrate the 
ability of DFIM motor-generators to inject or absorb similar active power when synthetic 

inertia control system is included in the unit controller. As shown in Fig.  8 left, the fixed 
speed simulation includes a synchronous motor-generator for Frades 2 (Sn = 420 MVA, 

Nn = 375 min -1, Un = 15.5 kV, m = 7.9 s), a constant voltage excitation, a transformer 

(xcc=12%) and a connection to an infinite grid. The simulation model of the 
synchronous machine takes into account sub-transient characteristics, see [11], using 

realistic parameters of the electrical equivalent scheme. Fig.  9, Fig.  10, and Fig.  11 
present numerical simulation results for the case where the power network grid 

frequency is following a linear variation down and up with RocoF values of respectively 
±0.5 Hz/s, 1 Hz/s and 2 Hz/s. In these figures, Punit, n and fgrid correspond respectively 
to the output active power of the synchronous motor-generator, the unit rotational 

speed and the grid frequency. The simulation results show that the synchronous motor-
generator is successively injecting and absorbing active power of average magnitude 

corresponding to 31 MW, 63 MW and 127 MW which is in line with the predictions of 

Table 1 with a mechanical time constant of m = 7.9 s, which confirms the validity of 

equation (7). However, it could be noticed that the active power time evolution is the 
superposition from the mean active power injection or absorption due to rotating 
masses kinetic energy variation, and the rotor electromechanical oscillating mode, [11], 
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leading to active power oscillations characterized by a natural frequency of about 1 Hz 

which damps out rather quickly. 

 

 

Fig.  8. Detailed electrical system and related 1D SIMSEN simulation models of  Frades 2 for f ixed 
speed (lef t) and variable speed (right) with inf inite power network and related Frades 2 hydraulic 

system SIMSEN model used for the variable speed simulations. 

 

Fig.  9. Synchronous inertia power output with inf inite grid and RoCoF of  0.5 Hz/s during 2 s. 
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Fig.  10. Synchronous inertia power output with inf inite grid and a RoCoF of  1 Hz/s during 1 s. 

 

Fig.  11. Synchronous inertia power output with inf inite grid and a RoCoF of  2 Hz/s during 1 s. 

 
As shown in Fig.  8 right, the variable speed simulation includes the DFIM motor-
generator and rotor-cascade including VSI power converter of Frades 2 (Sn = 420 

MVA, Nn = 350 - 381 min -1, Un = 15.5 kV, m = 7.9 s) with the related converter control 

on the machine and grid side, a transformer (xcc = 12%) and a connection to an infinite 

grid. The simulation model of the DFIM takes into account transient characteristics and 
RMS model of the VSI rotor cascade, see [16], [17], [18], [24]. The simulations are 

performed without FCR and FFR contribution and only with the synthetic inertia branch 
(SI) of the unit controller shown in Fig.  6 considering gain values of Kd = 4 or 8 s and 

a time constant of the filter of d = 0.1 s. Fig.  12 and Fig.  13 present numerical 

simulation results for the case where the power network grid frequency is following a 
linear variation down and up for RocoF values of respectively 1 Hz/s and 2 Hz/s with 

Kd = 8 s ≈ m. In these figures, Punit, n and fgrid correspond respectively to the output 

active power of the DFIM motor-generator, the unit rotational speed and the grid 

frequency, while h1, q1, t1, n1 and y1 correspond respectively to the pump-turbine of 
Unit 1 net head, discharge, torque, rotational speed and guide vane opening. The 

simulation results show that the motor-generator is successively injecting and 
absorbing active power of average magnitude corresponding to 64 MW and 128 MW 
which corresponds to the average values obtained with the synchronous machine 
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without the presence of the electromechanical mode oscillations. The results are also 

in line with the predictions of Table 1. Fig.  14 presents numerical simulation results for 
the case where the power network grid frequency is following a linear variation down 

and up for Rocof values of 2 Hz/s with Kd = 4 s ≈ m/2. As expected, since the gain of 

the synthetic inertia branch is divided by a factor two, the active power injection and 

absorption is also divided by a factor of 2 from 128 MW down to 64 MW, evidencing 
the linear relation between the control parameter Kd and the magnitude of active power 
variation during constant RoCoF according to equation (5).  

 

  

Fig.  12. Synthetic inertia power output with inf inite grid and a RoCoF of  1 Hz/s for a duration of  1 s 

and Kd = 8 s and d = 0.1 s. 

 

  

Fig.  13. Synthetic inertia power output with inf inite grid and a RoCoF of  2 Hz/s for a duration of  1 s 

and Kd = 8 s and d = 0.1 s. 

 

  

Fig.  14. Synthetic inertia power output with inf inite grid and a RoCoF of  2 Hz/s for a duration of  1 s 

and Kd = 4 s and d = 0.1 s. 
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4.2 Islanded electrical power system 

Fig.  15 presents the power network configuration considered for the simulations 

performed in the case of islanded electrical power network with 1 unit of Frades 2 

PSPP of 395 MW and a power network of 4.4 GW modelled with an equivalent 

synchronous generator. The electrical equivalent scheme and control parameters of 

the grid equivalent unit are taken from the Form 10 of the French grid code of RTE, 

[23], considering voltage control as well as permanent droop of BS = 10%. The 

mechanical time constant of this equivalent generator is m = 7.9 s so that this 

generator is ~10 times larger than the Frades 2 motor-generator. 

 

A load change is applied to obtain a power contribution from the hydro unit and from 

the grid equivalent unit, which is due to either the synthetic inertia or the synchronous 

inertia. The same load change of ΔPload = +/-20% is applied to achieve a target RoCoF 

of 1 Hz/s over about 1 s.  For the variable speed machine, simulations have been 

performed with three different values of synthetic inertia gain of Kd = 0 s, 4 s and 8 s 

with a time constant of the filter of d = 0.1 s. Fig.  16 presents the simulation results 

obtained for load change of ΔPload = -20% while the Fig.  17 presents the simulations 

results obtained for a load change of ΔPload = +20%. As expected, the active power 

absorption or injection of the variable speed unit is proportional to the synthetic inertia 

gain value Kd, and corresponds to zero when Kd = 0 s, while it matches remarkably 

well the synchronous motor-generator active power in the case Kd = 8 s ≈ m. It is 

important to mention that the grid frequency, here taken from the rotational speed of 

the grid equivalent unit, are perfectly superposed for the case Kd = 8 s ≈ m. These 

simulation results are demonstrating that variable speed units are able to provide the 

same inertia contribution in islanded and infinite power networks, provided it includes 

unit controller with synthetic inertia contribution set with Kd = m. Moreover, it requires 

sufficient rotational speed margin prior to reach maximum or minimum transient speed 

in order to allow the unit to inject or absorb the full active power contribution , and that 

contribution remains within allowable transient active power limits, i.e. voltage and 

current limits of the motor-generator and related VSI rotor cascade. The filter time 

constant of the synthetic inertia branch is so that the response time is below 500ms. 

This implies of course that the underlying converter control is faster than this filter time 

constant. 
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Fig.  15. Detailed electrical system and related 1D SIMSEN simulation models of  Frades 2 for f ixed 
speed (top lef t) and variable speed (top right) with islanded power network of  4.4 GW and related 

Frades 2 hydraulic system SIMSEN model (bottom). 

 

  

Fig.  16. Comparison of  power output between synchronous and synthetic inertia, af ter load loss, with 

and a target RoCoF of  1 Hz/s, for several values of  Kd. 
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Fig.  17. Comparison of  power output between synchronous and synthetic inertia, af ter load increase, 

with and a target RoCoF of  1 Hz/s, for several values of  Kd. 

 

4.3 Discussions 

The goal the present simulations is simply to demonstrate that a variable speed unit 

with synthetic inertia can correctly support grid frequency deviation in the moments 

after a power unbalance. This takes advantage of the real kinetic energy stored in the 

rotor. Synthetic inertia could even expose a higher inertia constant to the grid as the 

physical inertia of the rotor. The consequence is simply a wider speed deviation of the 

rotor which can be supported by variable speed drive. The maximal speed deviation 

depends on technology, on waterways and on turbine governor performances.  

Power electronic interfaced generation units, like the variable speed hydro power plant 

presented in this paper, have a control algorithm that fully relies on the presence of 

synchronous generation units in the grid. These algorithms control the injected power 

and are categorized as ‘grid following’ algorithm. In a grid featuring low synchronous 

generation means, it becomes difficult, if not impossible, to operate such ‘grid following’ 

controllers. Consequently, the stability of electrical power network featuring low 

rotational inertia level remains a challenging task, and  requires appropriate control 

strategies consisting in a mix of ‘grid following’ and ‘grid forming’ capabilities, where 

the ‘grid forming’ capabilities attempt to emulate other fundamental properties of 

synchronous generation means, as presented in [25] [26]. 

 

5 Conclusion 

The evaluation of synchronous and synthetic inertia contributions required a special 

attention since there is no grid code nor metrics available for these ancillary services. 

An analytical expression was derived to quantify the magnitude of the active power 

that a synchronous machine would inject or absorb in case a large power network 

frequency deviation would occur. This simple analytical expression, which was 

validated with detailed time domain simulations, enables to show that the magnitude 

of active power injected or absorbed is proportional to the hydro unit mechanical time 

constant m for a given Rate of Change of the frequency (RoCoF). The analytical 

approach also shows that units operating in turbine or in pump contribute both to 

synchronous inertia since both feature rotating masses storing angular kinetic energy 
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similarly to a flywheel. It also shows that, for hydraulic short circuit operation involving 

separated pump and turbine, as it is the case in Frades 2, the contribution to 

synchronous inertia is the sum of the pump and the turbine unit's synchronous inertia 

contributions. 

 

Unlike synchronous machines, the rotational speed of variable speed units is 

disconnected from the power network frequency. Therefore, inertial response can be 

emulated by variable speed unit, using appropriate control structure to provide so-

called synthetic inertia to the power network. Inertia emulation control structure is 

based on the swing equation to achieve active power injection or absorption which is 

also proportional to the RoCof like for a synchronous machine, and thus replicate the 

corresponding flywheel effect. To illustrate this, a specific grid stability study was 

conducted by means of 1D SIMSEN simulation for the demonstrator of Frades 2 with 

both fixed speed and variable speed technologies in case of operation connected to 

an infinite power network or an islanded synchronous power network of 4.4 GW. The 

time domain simulations performed with full hydroelectric model of Frades 2 including 

the detailed waterway, pump-turbine and motor-generator with the related control 

system, enabled to show that variable speed units inject or absorb the same active 

power as a synchronous machine in case of frequency deviation, provided that the 

power network features sufficient amount of synchronous inertia so that the variable 

speed unit can be operated in grid following mode. In case of islanded or even isolated 

power network with small or inexistent synchronous inertia, the controller of the 

variable speed unit shall allow for grid forming capability, while grid stability will remain 

a challenging task. 
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